All Inclusive Local Tours
Our “All Inclusive Local Tours”, exclusive in Taiwan, offers accommodation, dining
and activities in one package for a perfect vacation. Enjoy and explore deep into the
plentiful, unique natural and cultural characteristics of Hengchun Peninsula.

Activities Outside the Hotel
Activity

Venue /
Community

Tour Duration

Shirding Deer Tour in Daytime

Shirding

1.5-2 hours

Shirding is home to the only nationally-founded conservation facility of Formosa Sika
deer. The deer here are semi-confinement reared, so chances are you will spot them
halfway on your visit!
Shirding Park Taiwan Ebony Forest
Exploration

Shirding

3-3.5 hours

Commonly known as Taiwan's ebony forest (140-hectares), this area has been
protected since the days of the Japanese because of its solid material and high value. It
has only become possible to visit here in recent years. The foliage is dense, lush and
magnificent. A breathtaking journey, you will also see endless views of the Pacific Ocean
from the edge of the cliff next to the forest, as well as Jiale Water Coastline and Longan
Park.
Daytime adventures at Shirding

Shirding

1.5-2 hours

Covering over 180 hectares, Shirding Natural Park rests on an uplifted coral reef and is
a spectacular natural classroom, boasting nearly 300 species of flora, 50-plus species of
butterflies, and more fauna and bugs than you could count.
Nighttime adventures at Shirding

Shirding

1.5-2⼩小時 hours

It is a vibrant world with nocturnal creatures rising from slumber, such as the protected
Chinese bullfrogs and Ornate rice frogs courting with their croaks. It is a symphony of
nature and even the less-talented, homely Spectacled toads join the performance!
Rice Planting in the Organic Paddies
[January Only]

Long-Shui

2 hours

Out of concern for the environment, the farmers of Long-Shui Community have returned
to the old ways of farming, cultivating a 16-hectare organic rice farm that produces clean,
natural “Long-Shui Organic Langjiao Rice.” Step into the shoes of a famer and work
alongside the locals in the paddies and experience the fun of planting organic rice
yourself!

Harvesting Rice in the Organic Paddies
[May Only]

Long-Shui

2 hours

After soaking up the moisture and nutrients of the soils of Long-Shui Community, the
organic rice planted there is ready for harvest. Long-Shui’s environment makes it a rich
source of food, which in turn attracts ducks, geese and egrets, making it a must-visit for
bird-lovers!
Red Turtle-shaped Rice Cake Making and
Clam Picking

Long-Shui

2 hours

Community farmers actively promote organic planting of rice by using less polluting and
pesticide-free farming techniques to produce the famous “Langjiao Rice.” Take a walk on
the organic field that bounces like a spring mattress. Enjoy the Red Turtle-shaped Rice
Cake to experience unique rural traditions.
Houbihu Intertidal Zone

Houbihu

1.5 hours

The vast, gradual wave-cut coral reef platform in Houbihu intertidal zone provides
diversified micro-habitats for various creatures. In this intertidal zone, you will find
hermaphroditic sea rabbits, colorful starfish, and anemone of varying sizes. It is an ideal
place for families with children to learn the variation of the tidal cycle, closely observe the
intertidal ecology system, and learn the changes of nature.
Houbihu Scuba-Diving

Houbihu

1.5-2 hours

In Kenting's most beautiful sea area“Houbihu,” the stable seabed gives birth to rich
ocean ecological life. Even if you can't swim, you can be led by professional coaches and
use snorkeling equipment to feed the colorful tropical fish. You’ll be amazed by the coral
wonders.
Land crab visiting at Gangkou Community
[May to Oct.]

Gangkou

2 hours

Visitors can expect to see large groups of crabs near the harbor beginning in May.
Around Mid-Autumn Festival is the peak mating season. Come along with the local guide
and explore the lives of these delightful creatures.
Exploration of Kenting National Park

Kenting
National Park

1.5-2 hours

Kenting National Forest Recreation Area was previously a botanical garden where a
large number of domestic and foreign tropical plants were grown, thereby attracting a rich
variety of species of birds. Attractions include the uplifted coral reefs such as the “OneLine Sky” and limestone terrains such as “Fairy’s Cave” and “Silver Dragon Cave.” These
are special terrains not commonly seen in Taiwan. This is a natural wonderland perfect for
environmental education.

Hengchun Paradise of Deers Feeding

Hengchun

1.5 hours

The Lukai Sika Deer Ecological Park, enjoys the reputation of Kenting Nara, (a famous
place for deer viewing and feeding in Japan). The park re-introduces spotted deer on its
own farm, where visitors can get up close or feed deer groups at a distance.

Activities Inside the Hotel
Activity

Tour Duration

Lohas Yoga

1hour and 10 mins

Experience the tranquility of rhythmic breathing. You will exercise both the mind and
the body with our onsite body and mind yoga program on weekends. Guests are welcome
to join this free experience.
Essential Oil Candle DIY

40 mins

Make your own soy essential oil candles, for your own personal use or as perfect,
heart-feltgifts.
Essential Oil Soap DIY

40 mins

Make your own scented bar soaps with your favorite aroma. Using natural essential
oils and no chemical substances, these bar soaps provide refreshing and natural fragrance
when used. Perfect and unique as gifts, you will also enjoy them for your personal use.
Photo Frame DIY

30 mins

Perfect souvenirs for our guests as reminders of the great times they had at GLORIA
MANOR. Frames are individually crafted with families or loved ones!
Perler Beads DIY

30 mins

Perler beads are a kind of pro-intellect toy originated in the U.S., and are nowadays a
unique handicraft that is popular around the world. By arranging these colorful, hollow
beads on pegboards to form different patterns, even three-dimensional shapes, you can
create ingenious art pieces and they are perfect to be used as key rings or pendents!
Chiang Kai-Shek’s Study

30 mins

Chiang Kai-Shek’s Study, situated on the first floor of GLORIA MANOR, exhibits
renovated redwood furniture made in the Chiang Kai-Shek and Chiang Ching-Kuo eras.
The redwood furniture has stood witness to the beauty of the past, present and future.
Related books and historical photos are also on display, creating a time capsule of a
different era. Guests are welcome to visit for a historical experience.

A Forest Bath in Kenting Seedling Nursery

1 hour

In the evenings, take a walk in the Kenting Seedling Nursery Park, which has never
been opened to the public before, to explore the mysteries of nature hidden in this secret
garden at the foot of Mt. Dajian, feel the thriving lives around you, or just enjoy the
precious tranquility for the moment.
Handmade Nigari Tofu

1 hour and 30 mins

Howan Community in Kenting is a typical quiet, small fishing village sitting on a coral
reef shore. The villagers had been using sea salt and nigari naturally formed in the gifted
and pollution-free environment in their diet for years. GLORIA MANOR now collaborates
with Howan Community to walk you through the making of tofu, okara (tofu dregs) cookies
and douhua (tofu pudding) with Howan’s unique natural sea salt and nigari, so that you’ll
understand better about the sea salt cultural heritage of the community!
❖ The starting hour of the ecological tours outside the hotel may diﬀer depending on the
seasonal activities of each community, and the actual hour will be determined by each
hosting community.
❖ Please complete the booking at least three days prior to the activities outside the hotel
that you’ll be participating in.
❖ Changes made to the bookings of activities outside the hotel within three days prior to
the departure are subject to cancelation fee. Cancelations and fees are determined by
each hosting community.
❖ The fees to the ecological tours outside the hotel are paid directly to the hosting
communities after the tours.
❖ For activities inside the hotel, please make your appointment at least one hour prior to
the starting hour on first come first served basis.

